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In this file photo a creation by Spanish designer Oteyza is displayed during the
exhibition ‘Modus,’ on in Madrid. — AFP photos

Visitors look at giant lanterns installed at the Foucaud Park in Gaillac, southwestern France, during the Lantern Festival. — AFP photos

As darkness falls each winter night in the little French
town of Gaillac, the glow of dusk is replaced with
another-that of a thousand colorful Chinese silk

lanterns.  The thousand-year-old town in the southwestern
Tarn region, known for its wines, was not the most obvious
place to launch what it trumpets as “the biggest Chinese
event in France.” But Gaillac happens to be twinned with
Zigong, a city in China’s Sichuan province which is famous
for its lantern festival.

For the second winter running Gaillac has transformed
into a miniature version of its Sichuan twin, lighting up
nightly with a dazzling array of giant lanterns in the form
of dragons, flowers, birds and pandas. Among the delight-
ed spectators was a 90-year-old who gave her name as
Simone, taking photographs of the imperial palace
stretching 75 meters long.

“I want to show my grandchildren all these wonders
from another world,” she said. Gaillac’s Mayor Patrice
Gausserand was on a trip to China in February 2017 when
the idea of twinning with a Chinese town was born. “I nat-
urally turned towards Sichuan province, which is twinned
with our Occitanie region,” Gausserand said. “And that’s
how I found Zigong.” Bringing the famous lanterns to
Gaillac was “a mad gamble”, he said.

Zigong’s own festival, in February, has been running for
centuries and attracts millions of visitors each year. In
Gaillac, a town of 18,000, Gausserand had to find private
sponsors to cover the costs, and he wasn’t even sure if
people would come.  But 250,000 people attended last
year’s inaugural edition-an “enormous surprise” to town
authorities which brought a windfall of one million euros.

China-mania   
This year the mayor expects even more to flood in-by

December 15, the town had already sold three times as
many tickets than at the same time in 2017. “The festival
creates a strong bond between town staff, volunteers and
about 80 Chinese workers who come to Gaillac for two
months to put up the lanterns,” he said. Shop windows,
hairdressers, bars and residents’ balconies all have red
lanterns and dragons on display at a time of year when
most French stores sport Christmas decorations.

Chinese fever has also reached the bookshop, which
has filled its window with fiction, graphic novels and
tourist guides on China. Extra footfall from the festival,
which runs from December 1 until February 6, is a huge
boost for local hotels, restaurants and shops. For Marion
Duclot, a senior official in the Gaillac Graulhet local
authority, the visitors are especially welcome in a season
when the regional economy is “usually flat”. And local
landlords are celebrating too-the Tarn villa rental associa-
tion is delighted by a doubling in winter bookings over the
past two years.—AFP 

Young Spanish designers are reclaiming their
“Spanishness”: age-old traditions, religious imagery
and even the color black, which centuries ago was a

signature of the country’s all-powerful monarchy. That is
one of the messages at the “Modus” exhibition currently
running in Madrid, which explores the influence of Spanish
history and tradition on global fashion, including up-and-
coming designers.

“It’s a very important moment (for Spain) with design-
ers like Palomo Spain, Leandro Cano, ManeMane, who are
reclaiming Spain’s position in fashion,” says exhibition
curator Raul Marina. “Young designers are making noise
again, and they’re doing so via inspiration that is totally
Spanish.”

Black and side hoops 
Take black, a color that has come to symbolize French

chic as epitomized by Coco Chanel’s 1920s little black
dress. Its use in fashion actually originated in 16th century
Spain. Before that, it had been a difficult color to wear.
After multiple washes or through constant use, the dye
would just subside and turn into a grayish, brownish mush.
But then Spain conquered the Americas, and more specifi-
cally Mexico in the 16th century. There Spaniards discov-
ered a tree called logwood. It held a secret-from its wood
could be made an intense and lasting black dye.

At the time, Spain was a major economic and political
power. King Felipe II adopted that intense black as his
own and the fashion statement soon spread. The monarchy
was “a reference for all its European counterparts, as was
its austere black gown which would become the expres-
sion of maximum elegance,” Amalia Descalzo, an expert in
clothing history at Spain’s ISEM Fashion Business School,
writes in the exhibition booklet.

And so it has continued. Foreign and Spanish designers
like Cristobal Balenciaga embraced black in their creations
and the younger guard are doing so too, in their own way.
On show at Madrid’s Sala Canal de Isabel II is
ManeMane’s black bodice and skirt, complete with a hat
typical of the southwestern region of Extremadura, where
brand founder Miguel Becer comes from. The same centu-

ry that Spain promoted black, it also created the “ver-
dugado”, a structure worn under a skirt that held it into a
fashionable shape.

That fashion statement also spread Europe-wide. Later
Spain unleashed another trend-the “guardainfante”, loose-
ly translated as “infant-guard,” side hoops that extended
the skirt at the sides. “They said it hid ladies’ pregnancies,”
says Marina. The quirky “guardainfante” was famously
immortalized in painter Diego Velazquez’s masterpiece
“Las Meninas.” That influence is visible in Juanjo Oliva’s
yellow, bell-shaped velvet dress, on show in the exhibit.

Bullfighting, flamenco
Then come Spain’s world-famous exports-flamenco

and bullfighting have inspired designers from other coun-
tries. A Givenchy bullfighting-style jacket made out of
black velvet with arabesque-like red embroideries and
pearls. A black Lanvin dress with a cascade of ruffles and

cream-colored polka dots inspired by southern
Andalusia’s flamenco tradition. “It’s often said that interna-
tionally, foreign designers have soaked up and felt prouder
about Spanishness than us,” says Marina.

But that’s changing, he adds. Religion, tradition are
making a comeback. Palomo Spain, whose flowery gown
was worn by Beyonce in July 2017 for her first shot with
her newborn twins, has a short white silk dress with a
halo-shaped headdress on show. Leandro Cano’s white
tutu-shaped dress with flower prints-as once worn by
Lady Gaga-takes inspiration from the reign of King Felipe
III. ManeMane’s creations on show are influenced by
craftwork from Extremadura.

Awakening
Fashion consultant Marta Blanco says there is an

“awakening” in an industry she feels was marked by a
sense that “anything Spanish harked back to the Franco

regime.” But 43 years after the death of right-wing dicta-
tor Francisco Franco, that’s waning. “Someone like
Leandro Cano can get inspiration from Spanish bullfight-
ing, from religious imagery... without it evoking fascism,”
says Blanco. She believes there is also an “awakening”
among Spanish consumers who feel “pride” in their coun-
try.

Spain’s superstar chef Ferran Adria created a global
revolution in gastronomy, Spain won the World Cup in
2010, Euro in 2008 and 2012, Rafael Nadal is a major ten-
nis star, Spanish brand Zara is everywhere... “That creates
empowerment,” says Blanco. “Ferran Adria took away our
insecurities, and now it’s happening in fashion.”—AFP
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